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P. O.Box 1663 Institute Institute
Los Alamos NM 87545 Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki- Tokai-mura,Naka-gun, Ibaraki-
505-667-5802 ken, 319-I I, Japan ken, 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT nitrogen, helium, argon, etc.) so only one component,
water,needs subsequent processing.

Reacting tritiated water with hot metal to recoverthe
tritiumfrom tritiatedwaterhas been practiced for Variousmethodshavebeen proposed and tested for
considerabletime. A metal frequentlyused for this recoveringhydrogenisotopes fromwater [1]. These
purposehasbeen uranium. Recent workat the Tritium includeelectrolysis,the water-gasshiR reaction(CO +
SystemsTest AssemblyatLos AlamosNational 1-I20_ CO2+ H2)and metalreactions (xM + yH20 -,
Laboratoryhas focused on using magnesium for this MxOy+ yH2,whereM is a metal atom). Processes which
purpose. This work was done as part of the Annex IV use metal reactionssuffer fromthe disadvantage that they
collaboration betweenthe US Departmentof are generally irreversible(iron reactionsare an
Energy/TSTAand the Japan Atomic Energy Research exception). However, such processes are usually easy to
Institute/TritiumProcessing Laboratory. Magnesium construct and operate and, for small processing
appears to have reactivepropertiesthat are as good as requirements,they may find utility.
uraniumand possiblybetter,and, of course, magnesium
is easier to handle and less strictlycontrolled. Both Within the fusion fuel processing community,
bench-scaleandpractical-scale experimentswere uraniumhas receivedconsiderable attention as a metal to
conductedwith magnesium, includingtests with tritiated be usedfor the recoveryof hydrogenisotopes from water.
water. Mg bed constructiontechniquesand operating However,moreeasy to obtainand use is the metal
parameterswere determined. Testing showed that the magnesium. This reacts with water according to,
Mg packed bed wasvery effective forrecovering

: hydrogenisotopes from water. However,when used for Mg(solid) + H20(gas) ---,MgO(solid) + H2(gas).
this purpose,either Mg or U is irreversiblyconsumed and
mustbe disposedof as tritiated waste. It follows that this The use of this reaction to produceD2 gas from
processingtechnique would be inappropriatefor a large deuteratedwaterhas been reported [2]. Thus, flowing
tritiated waterprocessing operation. However,this 1-120vapor overa Mg bed results in H2gas at the bed
technique may find utility for small-scale systems, outlet. Eventually the entirebed is convertedto MgO

and must be discarded.
I. INTRODUCTION

Workhas been conductedat the Tritium Systems
The first fusion reactors are expected to be fueled Test Assembly(TSTA) at Los Alamos National

with deuterium-tritium (DT). Tritium is radioactive and Laboratory to show that Mg is effective for recovering
of high value (currently about $30,000/gm). Thus, if a tritium from tritiated water. This work was done as part
significant portion of the tritium is oxidized to water, a of the Annex IV collaboration between the US
processing step is required to recover this tritium. Department of Energy/TSTA and the Japan Atomic
Tritium may be oxidized due to contact with oxygen in Energy Research Institute/Tritium Processing
the fusion reactor. Further, tritium may be oxidized Laboratory. Two sets of experiments were performed.
intentionally since it is relatively easy to oxidize tritium Fi-st, a set of bench-scale experiments were conducted to
in various forms (e.g. elemental hydrogen isotopes, develop the techniques necessary for building a Mg bed.
hydrocarbons, ammonia) to water. Then, water can be Then, a practical-scale Mg bed was built and installed as
separated from the remaining gases (e.g. carbon oxides, part of the Fuel CleanUp system for testing with tritium
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and to show that it could workin conjunction with the temperatureof at least 350 °C was requiredto avoid the
otherfuel processingsystems. This paperwill describe formationof magnesiumhydroxide. Temperatureswhich
and discussthese two sets of experiments, were greaterthan480 oCledto plugging problems,even

with the powder/turningsmix. Temperaturesbelow
II. EXPERIMENTALDESCRIPTION,RESULTSAND 440 °C resultedin incompletewaterconversion. Thus, it

DISCUSSION was concluded that440-480 oC was an acceptable
operatingtemperaturerange.

A. Bench-Scale Experiments
B. Practical-ScaleDemonstration

Reactionswith metals such as Mg in packed bed
reactorscansufferfromsinteringor from incomplete Using the data from the bench-scale experimentsa
conversiondueto insufficientreactivesurfacearea. practical-scale,tritium-compatibleMg bed was
Thus, the first step in this researchwas the construction constructed. A drawingof this bed is shown on figure 1.
of a small teststandbuilt arounda quartztube reactor. Though shown horizontally, the bed is actuallyoperated
Into this reactorvarious combinations of Mg powder (a in the vertical position. The outer dimensions are 17.5"
single mixturewith particle sizes ranging between 50 long x 3" diameter. All reactorpartsare 304 stainless
and 100 mesh) and coarse turnings were packed. The steel. Packed inside both ends of the vessel is stainless
reactorwas heated to various temperaturesand fed inert steelwool. This leaves an approximately 15" long
gas which had been humidified using a bubbler. The section packed with 75%powder/25% turnings
reactorinlet pressurewas monitored. The reactor magnesium. The totalweight of magnesium used was
exhaust was passed through color-indicating "drierite" 1113 grams. In addition to the steel wool, 2 _ filters are
desiccant beforebeing released to a Los Alamos used to ensure that Mg doesnot migrate into adjoining
atmosphere(,--590torr), tubing. Two 836 watt heating tapes wired in parallel

were mapped around the reactorshell. Four layers of
It was found that neither the extreme of pure powder fiberglass insulation tape were added on top of the

or pureturnings produced acceptable results. The heating tape. A thermowell down the center of the
powder-onlypacked reactorwas effective at converting reactorwas used to determinebed temperature. During
all of the water to Hzas indicated by no change in the the testing describedbelow, substantiaUy elevated
drieritecolor over the course of the experiment, glovebox tritium levels were observedand this is believed
However,over time the inlet pressurewould begin to to be due to permeation of tritium through the reactor
increase, indicating that the bed was plugging possibly wall. The addition of a vacuum jacket to the Mg bed
due to sintering. Packed with all turnings, the bed would design would mitigate this problem.
not plug, but waterwould pass through the bed
unconverted as evidenced by a drierite color change. This reactorassembly was installed in the Fuel
This configuration likely did not have enough surface CleanUp (FCU) glovebox. Figure 2 shows the portion of
area to sufficiently react with the water. Thus, it was the TSTA FCU into which the magnesium bed was
determinedthat a mixture of powder and turnings was in installed. The MSBFs (molecular sieve bed freezers) and
order. It was concluded that a mixture composed of the MSBs (molecular sieve beds) collect impurities
--,75%powder and --25%turnings produced good results. (water, methane, nitrogen, etc.) and produce impurities-

free hydrogen isotopes which are sent to the cryogenic
Another purpose for these experiments was to distillation-based ISS (isotope separation system). When

determine a proper reactor operating temperature. A the MSBFs and MSBs are regenerated, the deso_bed

F2 MICRON FILTERS

Figure 1 Practical Scale Mg Bed Used at TSTA
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Figure 2 Locationof the MagnesiumBed in the TSTA FCU

impuritiesaremixed withoxygen andsent to CR2 week long campaignduringwhich the various TSTA
(catalyticreactor). There,tritium in all formsis subsystems,includingthe ISSandFCU, were
converted to water. Thiswater is collectedin the DTOF interconnectedand tested as a totalsystem. Partof this
(deuterium tritiumoxide freezer)and the remaining test includedthe additionof 10%CH4/90%N2to the DT
tritium-freewaste is sentto the TWT (tritiumwaste main loop flow which simulatedfusion reactoreffluent.
treatment)system. The final step in this process is the The simulated impuritieswerecollected on the FCU
regeneration of the DTOF. A portion of the hydrogen MSBs. Thereafter, the concentrated impurities were
isotopesfrom the main flow path (CR1-MSBF-MSB)is processed using the CR2-DTOF train so that all
used to sweep water from the DTOF into the magnesium hydrogen isotopes in all forms were converted to water
bed. The water reacts with Mg leaving the free hydrogen and collected in the DTOF. This water was processed
isotopes in the gas phase. These are returned to the main with the magnesium bed.
flow path with the aid of a metal bellows pump.
Excluding the magnesium bed, operational results using A detailed history of the DTOF regeneration is given
the other FCU components have been reported previously on figures 3 through7. The regeneration flow from the
[3]. DTOF through the Mg bed began on 4/25/92 at 17:30.

As shown on figure 3, the temperature of the DTOF
The first testof this magnesium bed was in began at about 150K and increasedto about310 K over

December 1989. There was a quantityof approximately thecourse of the regeneration. As shown on figure 4, the
100cc of liquid tfitiatedwater remaining in the DTOF flowrate through the DTOF and Mg bed was 100 to 200
from a previousexperiment. The magnesiumbed was sccm at the beginning of the regeneration. Just before
used to successfully recoverthe hydrogenisotopes from 18:00 this flowratewas increasedto about 800 sccm. It
this water, was observed on figure 5, that the flowrate increase

caused an increase in the Mg bed temperaturefrom about
The next test of the magnesium bedcame in March 704 K to about 707 K. This is believed to be due to the

1992. This test oxidized0.217 moles of CH4which was additionalheat of reactionas morewater was reacting
collected as water in the DTOF. This waterwas with the Mg. Whenthe flowratewas decreasedto 400-
subsequentlyprocessedusing the magnesiumbed. The 500 scorn, the Mg bed temperature also began to drop.
resultwas that 0.728 moles of hydrogen isotopes were The pressure history in the DTOF over the same time
recoveredwhich is considerablemorethan the 0.434 period is recordedon figure 6.
moles that shouldhavebeen recoveredif the process
were 100%efficient. This discrepancycould have been Of particular interest is the humidity at the exit of
due to a numberof factors,but therewas notan the Mg bed during the regenerationwhich was measured
opportunityto resolvethis. Nonetheless, the qualitative with a humidity probeand is shownon figure7. The
result was that the magnesium bed was effective at humidity was reduced from its initial value of about 3 °C
recovering hydrogenisotopes from methane,using a dew pointbefore flow started to about-30 °C dew point.
water intermediate. This indicates thatthe Mg bed is working effectivelyat

processing the water from the DTOF. Then, abruptlyat
Subsequentlythe magnesiumbed was used during an 20:25 the humidityincreased dramaticallyand saturated

April 1992TSTA "loop" experiment. This was a three- the humidityprobe which has a -80 to +20 °C dew point
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range. This is interpretedtobe dueto all of the Mg
having been convertedto MgO. Havingnothing to react
with, the water"breaks through" thebed exit. This very =
sharpbreakthroughcurve indicatesthatthe Mg --, MgO
reactionfront in the bed is very sharp. This behavior is tl -
desirable,since all of the Mg is completely consumed at | -
breakthroughand, thus, none is wasted. As soon as = _.
breakthrough was detected,the regenerationwas ,,
terminatedand the Mg bed was preparedfordisposal.

o

S Figure6 Pressureof the DTOF during4/25/92 Water

| Processing
1
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Figure 3 Temperatureof the DTOF during 4/25/92 ® ___
WaterProcessing ®

_new

Figure 7 Humidity at the Magnesium Bed Exit during
4/25/92 Water Processingmm

| " III. CONCLUSIONS

,,,: Bench-scale experiments using only protiated water
,.. demonstrated that a Mg bed was effective for recovering

_ _ _ _ _ hydrogen from water. These experiments concluded that
,;**® ,,,,, ,**** ,**® _**® a bed shouldbe operated between 440 and 480 °C. An

,-"o., acceptable bed packing was found tobe 75%Mg powder
Figure 4 Flowrate through the DTOF-Mg Bed during and 25% Mg turnings. This set of parameters resulted in
4125192Water Processing good conversion without bed plugging.

" A tritium-compatibleMg bed was designed,

constructed and installed in theTSTA FCU subsystem.
_'A It was found to be effective at recovering all hydrogen

z isotopes from water (I-I,D and T). Good efficiency for

_! water processing was evidencedby low humidities at the
Mg bed exit. When all Mg was consumed, the humidity
breakthrough that was observed was very sharp,

-, indicating that Mg oxidation is favorable and complete,
., resulting in essentially no wasted Mg.
w
t_w w,ta_w tlooco _¢mm ?1oo_

_,-o., The Mg bed was relatively simple to build and

Figure 5 Temperature of the Magnesium Bed during operate. Based on this limited set of data, it appears that
4/25/92 Water Processing Mg is at least as effective as U for recovering tritium

from tritiated water. Due to fewer regulations, Mg is
easier to obtain and use. Both materials, however, suffer



from being unregenerable once oxidized. Once used,
these metal beds must be disposed of as tfitiated waste.
This makes them impractical for large-scale use, but they
may find appropriate use for limited-scale operations.
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